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Nuclear Physics

?



Overview of division activities

● Brings together ~ 100 division members from different fields (subatomic physics, numerical 
relativity, analytical modeling, data analysis,…)
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Overview of division activities

● Contribution to Blue book with a dedicated chapter

● Community building e.g. through regular meetings  

● Provide input EoS models for the ET community (e.g. injection and data analysis studies) 

(-> see Armen's talk)

○ Two examples also implemented in the MDC generation code [Tania Regimbau]

● Contributions to CoBA study (-> see Francesco's talk)

○ Comparison of triangle & 2L detector configurations for inspiral & post-merger signal

○ No significant difference for nuclear physics outcome, longer arm length slightly 

preferred (higher sensitivity at high frequencies)
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Wiki: https://wiki.et-gw.eu/OSB/NuclearPhysics/WebHome
● monthly division meetings, regularly attended by ~30-40 members (presentations of recent work, discussions)
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Topical presentations and discussions
Many presentations by junior researchers on various topics, e.g.:

➢ Out of beta-equilibrium effects in BNS merger signals

➢ Detectability of strong phase transition from GW signals

➢ Impact and detectability of spin-tidal couplings with ET

➢ EoS extraction with ET using tidal effects and r-mode excitations

➢ The dense matter EoS and its compatibility with NS observations

➢ Bulk viscosity in BNS mergers

➢ The effect of dark matter on EoS constraints 

➢ The capability of ET to measure postmerger properties

➢ Constraining nucleon dynamics with astrophysical observations 

➢ EoS constraints from perturbative QCD 

➢ The low density EoS

➢ Detectability of inertial modes from HMNS with 3G detectors

➢ Revealing the strength of three-nucleon interactions with ET
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Progress on the chapter for the bluebook

1. Microphysics inputs

1.1. EoS modeling

1.2. Reaction rates, neutrinos, viscosities, nucleosynthesis, nuclear masses [text]

2. Constraints on microphysics with ET

2.1. Low-temperature: NS-NS inspirals, NS-BH binaries, continuous GWs [outline]

2.2. Finite-temperature: NS-NS postmergers, supernovae

2.3. Nucleosynthesis (with multimessenger) [outline]

3. Uncertainties and degeneracies in measurements and interpretations

3.1.  Impact of waveform systematics [outline]

3.2. Uncertainties in simulations and the microphysics included 

3.3. Modified gravity and BSM physics impacts on EoS inferences and quasi-universal relations 

[outline+text]

Organization, structure, and section leads established, writing underway
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Work in close coordination with other divisions 

➢ focus of Div. 6 material: implications for subatomic-/microphysics 

interpretations
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